
 

 

October 10, 2016 
 

JETCRW App/Schedule Changes 

The information notice was published today announcing management’s intent to change 
how we communicate with crew services regarding our schedules, shifting another 
responsibility on to the pilot. As you know, your MEC has repeatedly communicated our 

opposition to this unilateral change to your existing work rules. With the change now 
published, we will be immediately filing a grievance over several issues related to this 

policy change.  
 
Perhaps the most egregious violation to our current agreements is the requirement for 

pilots to periodically check their schedules and self-notify any changes.  
 

According to the FSM (E.3.2.1) Crew Services will make positive contact when pairing 
modifications are complete; If positive contact is not established during a contact attempt, 
Crew Services will leave a message. Positive contact is clearly defined in the FSM as when 

Crew Services and a pilot actually speak to each other on a recorded line. While we do 
have the option to self-notify pairing modifications, as we have in the past, doing so would 

relieve crew services of their obligations to notify you.  
 
There are often several modifications made to a pilot’s schedule during an IROP. Not only 

could a pilot be subject to discipline if he is mistaken about the latest schedule change, the 
same pilot could potentially lose the pay associated with those same schedule changes. We 

categorically disagree with the non-industry standard overreach of ‘checking out’ during a 
level 2 IROP, essentially putting every pilot flying at that time on reserve. 

 
The information notice contradicts our FSM on several issues, especially the requirement of 
crew services to make positive contact following a pairing modification. Your MEC urges 

you to contact crew services if you have any questions about a pairing modification. 
 

In Unity. 
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